SOME OF THE SCIENTIFIC PROBLEMS AND DUTIES AT OUR DOORS

We are here at the second meeting of a new endeavor on the part of the American Association to foster an interest in scientific work and in scientific research, and it is sincerely hoped that we shall worthily do for and in this portion of our country what the parent association has done for the country at large, and what the British Association has so long been doing for Great Britain. It is for us not only to keep alive the interest in the good work of the general organization, but to widen its scope, to extend its influence and to bring it to a higher degree of usefulness.

Our national association has been a power for good in this country from its inception in 1848, for it has helped to awaken and has kept alive a widespread interest in science throughout our country, and it has brought together and kept in touch with each other persons interested in the various branches of science.

Since 1831 the British Association for the Advancement of Science has been a powerful and even a remarkable agency in the encouragement of local workers in Great Britain, and in the quickening of interest in every branch of science. But while the British Association has of late years visited Australia, Canada and South Africa, from the outset most of its activities have been confined to England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, an area (121,112 sq. ms.) smaller than that of the state of...
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